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Volvo S90 Luxury Package Adds Opulence 
Luxury Package enhances already stunning level of sophistication
of Volvo S90 

When you choose to own a Volvo, you expect certain things — exceptional power, innovative
engineering, eye-catching design and breathtaking luxury — and the Volvo S90 definitely meets these
expectations.

But have you ever wondered, perhaps in your wildest dreams, if even more luxury was even possible?

Dare to dream, because when you opt for the Luxury Package, your S90 will be awash in a level of
luxury that surpasses even what your wildest dreams conjured.

Luxury Package details

The Backrest Massage function
built into the driver and front
passenger seats features five
customizable options. Choose
among three intensity levels as well
as three speeds to create your
ideal on-the-go massage.

The cabin of the S90 overflows
with the finest materials and design
accents, but the added Nubuck
Headliner takes the sophisticated
atmosphere up a notch.

The Luxury Package available on
the S90 Inscription trim does not
neglect your friends, family
members or colleagues sitting
behind you. Outer rear seats,
upholstered with perforated leather, are ventilated and offer three levels of heat for a cozy ride. Pop-up
cupholders, ample storage space and enough elbow room for your backseat passengers is artfully
provided by the deluxe rear seat center armrest, which even features the Linear Walnut trim found
throughout the rest of the cabin.

Upgrade with the Luxury Package and your Volvo S90 will deliver the finest ride possible.
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Volvo XC90 Wins Consumer Guide® “Best Buy”
Award
Volvo XC90 earns Best Buy title for third time

For three years running, the Volvo XC90 has won the admiration of Consumer Guide® editors.
Deemed a Best Buy by the publication’s staff, the XC90 has, yet again, delivered a luxurious cabin,
notable fuel economy ratings and a bevy of surprising features not found anywhere else.

“When the XC90 was redesigned from the ground up as a 2016 model, it inaugurated a bold new
design direction for the Volvo brand and garnered well-deserved rave reviews — and it remains one of
the best vehicles in its class,” said Tom Appel, publisher of Consumer Guide®.

New standards

The advanced and highly-coveted
driver assist and infotainment
technologies of Adaptive Cruise
Control with Pilot Assist, Apple
CarPlay™ and Android Auto™
compatibility, rear cross-traffic alert
and Blind-spot Information System
(BLIS™), now rank among the
already long list of impressive
standard features including a
nine-inch tablet-like touch screen,
Collision Mitigation and a
Laminated Panoramic Moonroof,
offered on the XC90.

Powerful choices

The 2018 Volvo XC90 is available
at four trim levels: Momentum,
Inscription, R-Design, and Excellence, all of which are available in FWD and AWD.

Engine choices in the three-row midsize SUV include a 2.0-liter four-cylinder DI Turbocharged (T5),
which generates 250 horsepower and 258 lb-ft of torque; 2.0-liter four-cylinder DI Turbocharged &
Supercharged (T6), which generates 316 horsepower and 295 lb-ft of torque; and a 2.0-liter
four-cylinder DI Turbo & Supercharged with 87 horsepower electric motor (T8), which generates 400
horsepower and 472 lb-ft of torque. Each engine is mated to an eight-speed Geartronic™ automatic
transmission.

“We are so proud to have the new XC90 recognized by the experts at Consumer Guide®,” said
Anders Gustafsson, president and CEO, Volvo Car USA. “The XC90 once again is redefining the
seven-passenger SUV category, putting as much value on style and design as it does on Volvo’s
heritage of safety and practicality.”

Consumer Guide®’s third Best Buy award adds to the Volvo XC90’s mounting honors, which include
the 2016 Motor Trend SUV of the Year, Wards 10 Best Interiors award, 2016 North American Truck of
the Year®, 2017 Top Safety Pick from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 2016 CNET
Roadshow Vehicle of the Year, 2016 Kelley Blue Book Best Auto Tech Award for the Sensus
Infotainment system, Cars.com Best of 2016, 2016 Yahoo! Auto Ride of the Year and 2016 Women’s
World Car of the Year.
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6 Books from 2017 You Might Have Missed
Add these 2017 titles to your must-read list before the year ends

With 2017 in the rearview, now is the time to check out one of the following must-read titles that
debuted last year. These stories will keep you guessing, entertained and impressed by the scope of
each author’s literary talents.

“We Were the Lucky Ones” by
Georgia Hunter

Hunter’s novel takes inspiration
from a real Jewish family — the
Kurcs — who struggle to endure
the horrors of World War II and
yearn to come together at the war’s
conclusion. This
thoughtfully-written and emotionally
poignant novel covers a time of six
years and celebrates the resilience
of the human spirit and the lasting
love of family.

“Little Fires Everywhere”
Celeste Ng

Ng, a bestselling novelist, reveals
to readers a precarious world built
on secrets that center around two
families — the Richardsons and the Warrens. Ng’s writing examines the emotional complexities of
heritage, motherhood, family and artistic expression with exquisite flair and through powerful
storytelling.

“Sing, Unburied, Sing: A Novel” by Jesmyn Ward

This mesmerizing tale just earned the author her second National Book Award for Fiction (her first
was for her book “Salvage the Bones”). Ward’s exemplary literary aptitude is on full display in this
harrowing and epic story that centers on the complicated, difficult and emotional present and past of
Mississippi and how the state’s tumultuous legacy impacts the identity, bond and relationship of a
family.

“Saints for All Occasions” J. Courtney Sullivan

Sullivan’s novel examines the bonds of family and how a secret can both destroy and bind loved ones
together. Sullivan’s story focuses on two sisters, Nora and Theresa Flynn, who leave their home in
Ireland at a chance for a new life in America. This novel follows the lives of these sisters as they grow
into women, mothers and grandmothers. It is an all-encompassing story of a lifetime of family, love
and heartache.

“No One Is Coming to Save Us: A Novel” by Stephanie Powell Watts

According to Amazon.com, this novel was named a 2017 Best Summer Read pick by The Seattle
Times, The Washington Post and The Wall Street Journal, and it’s easy to see why. This sweeping
and heart-wrenchingly emotional novel examines how difficult it can be to go home again. The central
character is JJ Ferguson, who has returned to his roots in Pinewood, North Carolina, as an adult; he
carries with him big plans that are in stark contrast to the realities of his hometown and the people he



knew and loved as a child.

“Rich People Problems: A Novel” by Kevin Kwan

Bestselling author Kwan brings readers a story of a family obsessed with wealth, jealousy, selfishness
and a pursuit of a family inheritance. Kwan’s ruthlessly laugh-out-loud story exposes the past, present
and potential implosion of a privileged Asian family.

2018 is here, but you still have time to invest in one of the above reads. No matter which story you
choose, you’ll find yourself swept away to remarkable landscapes, affected by unforgettable
characters and inspired by emotional journeys of family, love and loss.
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Home Remedies to Alleviate Cold Symptoms
Avoid another doctor’s visit with these at-home methods

The common cold doesn’t always require a doctor’s visit, but the symptoms can sometimes leave you
lethargic and whiney. If you’re stuck on the couch with a box of tissues in your lap, consider these
at-home remedies to make your symptoms a little more bearable.

Drink water

This may seem like an obvious
one, but make sure you are staying
hydrated. Your body is 60 percent
water and it can’t function properly
unless you are hydrated. Plus, if
you have the cold sweats, you
need to replace the water that your
body is expelling.

Take a hot shower

Not only will this help you feel
cleaner and overall a bit more put
together, but the steam from an
extra hot shower will actually help
with your congestion and coughing.
The addition of a humidifier in your
bedroom can also alleviate your
coughing during the night, helping
you get that much-needed rest.

Cook with garlic

If you’re making some dinner for yourself, incorporate garlic into your recipe. Garlic is thought to have
antimicrobial properties, which can both help heal and prevent sickness. There are plenty of delicious
recipes that incorporate garlic, so grab a few cloves and whip something up.

Tea with honey and lemon

When you have a sore throat and a cold, any hot beverage can be soothing. However, try adding
some honey and lemon to a hot cup of tea. The tea will help soothe your throat alongside the honey,
which has antibacterial and antimicrobial properties. Honey also works as a cough suppressant, which
will help prevent further irritation of your throat.

The addition of lemon juice or a lemon slice will incorporate Vitamin C into your tea, which can help
boost your immune system. The citrus from the lemon can also help clear out your throat if you have a
cold.

Eating probiotics

Probiotics is another word for good bacteria, which help protect and strengthen your immune system
and digestive system. These probiotics can be found in many foods, but they are most commonly
found in yogurt. Have a cup of yogurt for breakfast (maybe even drizzle some honey on top) to help
your body fight off the infection.

Chicken soup



Of course, we all know that we’re supposed to drink chicken soup when we are sick, but why? Well,
as it turns out, chicken soup can help slow the movement of white blood cells in your body, allowing
them to gather in areas of infection to heal and prevent it from spreading. Plus, the heat from the soup
will help soothe your throat and warm your entire body.

Getting well is a priority when you’re sick, but it doesn’t always require a doctor’s visit. There are
plenty of ways to alleviate your cold and flu symptoms from the comfort of your own home. The next
time your nose stuffs up or your throat gets scratchy, try some of these simple remedies.
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Now on DriveLiveTV: The 2019 Volvo XC40
Introduction
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Vehicles Designed With You in Mind

Look No Further.
We're bringing the savings to you. You'll find the same thrilling performance, luxury, and simplified
Swedish design you expect from Volvo, all at reduced internet prices. Excited? So are we.

2018
Volvo S90 T6 Momentum AWD  

Lease for $399 mo. for 39 mos.
$3,995 due at signing  

VIEW ENGLEWOOD
INVENTORY »  VIEW HASBROUCK HEIGHTS

INVENTORY »
   

2018
Volvo V90 Cross Country  

Lease for $479 mo. for 39 mos.
$3,995 due at signing  

VIEW ENGLEWOOD
INVENTORY »  VIEW HASBROUCK HEIGHTS

INVENTORY »
   

2018
Volvo XC60 T5 Momentum  



Lease for $399 mo. for 39 mos.
$3,995 due at signing  

VIEW ENGLEWOOD
INVENTORY »  VIEW HASBROUCK HEIGHTS

INVENTORY »
 

Photos for illustration only. On select models. Plus tax, title, license, and dealer fees. Security deposit
included. $0.25 per mile over 7,500 miles per year. With approved credit. Not all customers will
qualify. Not available with some other offers. Residency restrictions may apply. See dealer for details.
Expires 1/31/2018.
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XC60 Lease Offer

Start the new year off with the all new XC60.

Take new retail delivery from dealer stock between January 3, 2018 and January 31, 2018. $3,895
due at signing. No security deposit required. Monthly payment of $445, based on $43,245 MSRP of
2018 XC60 T5 AWD Momentum with Heated Front Seats and Heated Steering Wheel, includes
destination charge and application of $500 Loyalty Bonus. Lessee is responsible for excess wear and
mileage over 10,000 miles/year at $0.25/mile. *Purchase and Finance: $1,000 includes application of
$1,000 Loyalty Bonus. Advertised lease payment and financing excludes taxes, title, and registration
fees and is available for qualified customers based on FICO score through Volvo Car Financial
Services. Applicable vehicles are subject to retailer availability and may need to be ordered. See
dealer for details. Vehicle shown may include optional equipment.
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XC90 T5 AWD Lease Promotion

Take new retail delivery from dealer stock between January 3, 2018 and January 31, 2018. $4,599
due at signing. No security deposit required. Monthly payment of $499, based on $51,440 MSRP of
2018 XC90 T5 AWD Momentum with Heated Front Seats, Heated Steering Wheel and Metallic Paint,
includes destination charge and application of $2,000 Volvo Allowance and $500 Loyalty Bonus.
Lessee is responsible for excess wear and mileage over 10,000 miles/year at $0.25/mile. *Purchase
and Finance: $3,500 includes application of $2,500 Volvo Allowance and $1,000 Loyalty Bonus.
Advertised lease payment and financing excludes taxes, title, and registration fees and is available for
qualified customers based on FICO score through Volvo Car Financial Services. Applicable vehicles
are subject to retailer availability and may need to be ordered. See dealer for details. Vehicle shown
may include optional equipment.  Offer ends 01/31/2018
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Keep your Volvo In Shape For Winter

KUNDERT VOLVO CARS SERVICE COUPONS
15% OFF SERVICE WORK
Trust your Volvo to the Service experts at
Kundert Volvo. Available only at Kundert Volvo.
Excludes tires and oil changes. Please present
coupon at time of service write-up. Not to be
combined with any other offer. See Service
advisor for details.
Offer ends 01/31/2018

      
OIL CHANGE SERVICE
Oil Change $39.95    Synthetic Oil $89.95
Includes: Oil and filter change with Castrol GTX
or Castrol Edge Professional Synthetic Oil and
Genuine Volvo filter. Kundert Multi-Point
Inspection. Top off all fluids. Recall open
campaign check. Complimentary premier car
wash. Volvo vehicles only. Cannot be combined
with other discounts.
Offer ends 01/31/2018

  

CABIN AIR FILTER REPLACEMENT
$119.95
Available only at Kundert Volvo. Please present
coupon at time of service write-up. Not to be
combined with any other offer. See Service
advisor for details.  
Offer ends 01/31/2018

   



$25.00 Off
Start your Volvo with the push of a button on
your key fob. Coupon not valid with any other
offer. Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Limit one coupon per person. Coupon does not
apply to prior purchases. Other restrictions may
apply. Void where prohibited. Valid at Kundert
Volvo Cars.
Offer ends 01/31/2018

      
SUPERIOR OIL CHANGE SERVICE
Superior Oil Change - $189.95
Synthetic Oil - $239.95
Includes: Tire Rotation, Wheel Balance, and
Four Wheel Alignment, Oil and filter change with
Castrol GTX or Castrol Edge Professional
Synthetic Oil and Genuine Volvo filter. Tire
Rotation and High Speed Balance Front Wheels.
Four Wheel Alignment Kundert Multi-Point
Inspection. Top off all fluids. Recall open
campaign check. Complimentary premier car
wash.
Offer ends 01/31/2018
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Volvo Donating $60,000 to Girls Who Code Using
Social Media
Volvo harnesses power of social media to support Girls Who Code

Through a sizeable donation, the power of social media and a plea for your help, Volvo Cars is
supporting Girls Who Code, a national movement determined to build the “largest pipeline of future
female engineers in the United States.”

Girls Who Code

The mission of Girls Who Code is
singular: “to close the gender gap
in technology.” The organization,
which started five years ago by
Reshma Saujani and counted just
20 girls living in New York as
members, has now exploded to a
membership of 40,000 girls, from
every corner of the country.

Girls Who Code is dedicated to
educating their members — girls in
grades sixth through 12th — in
computer science as well as
outlining career potentials in the
world of technology all while
fostering a “supportive sisterhood
of peers and role models” who will
offer their expertise and
encouragement to current and former students, so that every girl who codes achieves success in the
future.

Volvo support

As part of Volvo’s Girls Who Code initiative to forever cultivate innovative thinking, ground-breaking
ideas and unique perspectives, Volvo has donated $60,000 to the group and is spearheading a social
media movement to raise even more money.

How you can help

To support Girls Who Code, Volvo asks you to share its “Embrace the Future” video, available at the
Volvo Car USA Facebook page, with the person who inspired you when you were young. With every
share of this remarkable, space-defying video, Volvo will donate an additional $10 to Girls Who Code.

By supporting Girls Who Code, you and Volvo are supporting a promising future not only for the
members of the organization but for the world.
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Production of Volvo XC40 Begins in Belgium
The first-ever Volvo XC40 completes the automaker’s SUV lineup

Currently, Volvo has a robust SUV lineup. The XC60 and XC90 models deliver drivers and their
families much-needed space, much-desired power and much-appreciated style. But now all that
power, style and space, is available in an even more compact package.

With production underway of Volvo Cars’ inaugural small SUV at the Ghent, Belgium, plant,
engineered on the automaker’s new Compact Modular Architecture (CMA), drivers can now, for the
first time ever, choose a small, premium and luxurious SUV from the stellar lineup of SUVs
manufactured by Volvo — the XC40.

XC40 preparations

Before production of the XC40
could begin, the Belgium plant had
to be transformed to make way for
the automaker’s innovative
modular small car platform, which
the XC40, as well as any future
model in the 40 series, is built
upon. The plant’s body shop
expanded 8,000 square meters and
363 new robots took up residence
in the facility.

“This is a proud day for Ghent, the
company and all our employees
here,” said Hakan Samuelsson,
Volvo Cars chief executive and
president. “Our people have put in
long days and many hours to
prepare the plant for the start of
XC40 production and they have done a great job. The XC40 represents a bright future for Ghent and
for Volvo Cars.”

XC40 anticipation

Even though the first XC40 hasn’t hit the road yet, the demand for it is apparent. More than 13,000
drivers have put in their order for Volvo’s newest SUV and, according to the automaker, they won’t
have long to wait to get behind the wheel; the XC40 is expected to be released early next year.

XC40 specs

The 2019 Volvo XC40 is available in two trims: Momentum and R-Design. Both trims feature all-wheel
drive and a turbocharged engine mated to an eight-speed Geartronic® automatic transmission, a
powertrain which generates 248 horsepower and 258 lb-ft of torque.

Although the XC40 will be entering the ranks of the “fastest growing segment in the automotive
industry,” it will surely deliver Volvo loyalists and car enthusiasts alike an outstanding compact option
in the SUV market.
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Paying it Forward: How to Give Back in 2018
Ways to spread kindness and pay it forward in 2018

If giving back or paying it forward is one of your goals for 2018, but you’re a little unsure on how to
actually accomplish this philanthropic plan, don’t worry. With the following suggestions, you’ll be
inspired by a variety of small, big and in-between ways to pay it forward, making your 2018 goal of
giving back easy to do.

Participate in “Pay it Forward
Day”

In 2018, Saturday, April 28, is set
as the official “Pay it Forward Day.”
On this day, you can join other
philanthropic-minded folks as they
give back and work to achieve the
organization’s intention to “inspire
10 million acts of kindness around
the world.”

All you have to do to participate,
according to
PayItForwardDay.com, is perform
one to three selfless good deeds.
For the people you help,
encourage them to “repay” your
good work by doing their own act of
kindness for someone else.

Perform small (but mighty) acts of kindness

A simple smile can brighten someone’s day; so “smile more (like all day),” recommends
Wanderlust.com Writer Zuzu Perkal.  

Coffee is what fuels a lot of people’s days; when you grab your favorite cup of java, pick up the tab for
the next person in line, suggests PayItForwardDay.com.

Acts of kindness don’t have to be limited to helping humans, either; the Earth and its furry critters
would be supremely grateful for some loving attention. Be kind to Mother Earth with Perkal’s
suggestions of planting trees, tending a garden, spreading local wildflower seeds or upping your
recycling game.

To help the four-legged members of society, contact your local animal shelter and ask about volunteer
opportunities or donation needs. No one is more grateful for attention than canines and (some) felines.

Execute medium (and definitely mighty) acts of kindness

Breaking bread with your loved ones, friends or coworkers is one way you can give back while
nourishing your relationships. Perkal suggests whipping up a home-cooked meal, but if cooking isn’t
your strength, you can always order in.

Speaking of dinner, food pantries are always in need of donations. If you are able, consider adding
some designated food pantry items to your list on your next grocery run. Contact your local pantry for
their much-needed items and to ask about their volunteer needs.

Carry out big (and impressively mighty) acts of kindness



Connecting with others is a big way to pay it forward, and that’s why PayItForwardDay.com
recommends reaching out to elderly neighbors. If you pride yourself as a DIY-er, ask if they need
something fixed around the house. If carpentry is not a skill you possess, ask if they need any errands
run. Stopping by for a chat and a cup of coffee are also perfect ways to better someone’s day.

If there is a cause close to your heart, consider supporting it with a monetary donation or by donating
more of your time. If you’ve been meaning to clean out your closets, garage, attic or basement, now is
the time to do it — passing on what you don’t need to someone who does is a wonderful way to pay it
forward.

Whether your act of kindness is big, small or somewhere in between, it matters. By sharing your time,
attention, expertise and money, you can make a big difference in the world and in the lives of those
close to you.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Volvo Rider, Our Smallest Coupe, Available Now in
the U.S.
Volvo’s smallest ride, the Rider XC Coupe, is ideal for novice
drivers 

Tiny drivers will be delighted to get behind the wheel of Volvo’s most diminutive set of wheels, the
Volvo Rider. Just make sure before they take the wheel, they’ve had a good nap.

Volvo Rider specs

The Volvo Rider is designed for
aspiring racecar drivers, aged 1-3
years old.

The ride-on car is available in two
colors: Crash Test Orange and
silver. The Crash Test Orange hue
is accented with “authentic crash
test markings.” Dashboard gauges
are stickers and the license plate
on the silver coupe reads “XC
Coupe” and “Crash Test” on the
orange coupe.

The pint-sized coupe features
working rear and front lights so that
your little drivers can clearly see
their course. And, of course, it
comes with a real horn.

The somewhat oversized steering wheel gives little ones easy control while the big wheels keep each
ride steady.

The Volvo Rider XC Coupe retails for $269.95.
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Experience Gothenburg With Overseas Delivery

Vogue Magazine recently deemed Gothenburg a “must-visit” city. Not only is it Sweden’s
second-largest city, and the Home of Volvo, Gothenburg is both laid-back and bustling with activity.

You can meander down its cobblestone streets, taking in all the sites of this picturesque seaside
town, perhaps stopping at a café for fika – a very Swedish coffee-and-snack break. Treat yourself to a
giant cinnamon bun. Stroll through the trees and flowers in the park Trädgårdsföreningen. Take a
Paddan boat tour through the canals. Unwind at the spa Hagabader in the lovely Haga district. Enjoy
meals at as many places as you can during your Gothenburg visit. Everything from Michelin-starred
restaurants to casual, trendy food trucks can be found just about everywhere you look.

If you want more action, you can rent a kayak or a bicycle. Go on a lobster safari in September and
catch your own dinner. Check out Liseberg amusement park for rides and live music. Take in a hockey
game at Scandinavium. Shop your heart out at Nordiska Kompaniet (NK to the locals), a popular
shopping gallery. For nightlife, Andra Langgatan (street) is the place to be, with popular spots like the
beer-and-whiskey pub The Rover and clubs like the trendy Café Publik. 

Eat, drink, dance... Get your Gothenburg on. Volvo Overseas Delivery can take you there.

It all begins by ordering a brand-new Volvo via our award-winning Overseas Delivery program. Most
models receive a discount off US MSRP and we pay the destination charge for you! In addition to the
cost savings, some colors and single options are exclusive to Overseas Delivery. If you prefer an
elegant wagon, the 2018 V90 is available to US customers via the Overseas Delivery program and/or
Volvo Concierge sales. OSD customers can also order other models, including the new 2019 XC40!

Once you have ordered your dream Volvo with Overseas Delivery, Volvo Corporate Travel helps book
your two complimentary roundtrip tickets to Scandinavia and your accommodations. One free night at
the first-class Clarion Hotel Post in the heart of Gothenburg is included with every OSD order.

In addition to the many options mentioned earlier, Volvo enthusiasts can also enjoy the factory tour (if
available), interactive Volvo Brand Experience Center, and Volvo Museum. 

Of course, Overseas Delivery customers are not limited to only visiting Sweden/Scandinavia.
Gothenburg may be the most popular choice but it is not the only one. OSD customers can add a
short flight to another European city to their trip, or take a ferry, hop a train, or drive their new Volvo
there. Overseas Delivery offers several delivery centers and dropoff locations in popular European
cities. (Additional fees apply for deliveries and drop-offs outside of Gothenburg.)

Volvo Overseas Delivery customers return to the USA with lasting memories and stories to tell, not to
mention a fantastic souvenir: their brand-new Volvo.

To begin your Overseas Delivery experience, contact your authorized Volvo Retailer, visit
www.volvocars.com/us/OSD  or call Overseas Delivery Customer Care at 1-800-631-1667.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
 
Email Address:

First Name:

Last Name:

Phone Number:
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